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German Postcolonialism in Four
Dimensions: A Historical Perspective

BRITTA SCHILLING

German history of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries has often been considered
an exception, at times even a Sonderweg, or ‘special path’. Some scholars are
tempted to consider German colonialism in the same light. Germany was a colonial
‘latecomer’ and did not begin to acquire colonies until the mid-1880s. Its formal
colonial reign lasted a ‘mere’ 30 years and covered such diverse territories as South-
west Africa (Namibia), East Africa (Tanzania), Togo and Kamerun (Cameroon), as
well as Samoa, GermanNewGuinea and the leased territory of Kiaochow (Jiaozhou
Bay).Moreover, Germanywas the first modern European imperial nation to become
post-colonial,1 having been forcibly decolonized following the First World War.
In spite of this unique history, an Anglo-Indian-inspired ‘postcolonial’ approach

is increasingly used in German studies, particularly in literary and cultural studies.2

The application of ‘postcolonial’ theory to Germany has also been discussed by
sociologists, political scientists, philosophers and psychologists.3 But how do his-
torians interpret a ‘postcolonial Germany’? Sebastian Conrad suggests a ‘postco-
lonial’ approach to German history would reflect the ‘entangled’ nature of
Europe with the non-European world, the beginnings of a ‘genealogy of globalisa-
tion’.4 Andreas Eckert and Albert Wirz focus less on entanglement than on a con-
tinuation of colonial mentalities after the formal end of colonialism.5 Recent
‘postcolonial’ histories deconstruct colonial discourse, explain processes of
racial ‘othering’ and investigate cultural hybridities resulting from the colonial
encounter.6 But above all, ‘postcolonial’ histories have highlighted the pervasive-
ness of colonial culture in the metropole. Ironically perhaps, this has turned the
attention back to the former colonizers, and there is still a strong tendency to
approach German colonialism in a way which relates more to Germany than to
the colonized territories and peoples.7 Notable exceptions are scholars of the indi-
vidual areas of German empire, particularly Namibia, as well as a recent volume
edited by Nina Berman, Klaus Mühlhahn and Patrice Nganang.8

Focussing on continued colonial discourse and ‘mentalities’ forces us to con-
sider how thin the thread to the colonial era can be spun whilst still speaking of
a postcolonial Germany. In this sense in particular, the concept’s application to
Germany has been criticized. One of the strongest opponents, Monika Albrecht,
claims that:

the specific kinds of similarities between migrant groups in Europe [… ] which in traditional
postcolonial studies largely function as a basis for comparison between minority communities
in the present and colonised peoples in the past, are […] basically insignificant and negligible
with regard to a framework for a postcolonial Germany.9
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There is no doubt that issues of migration and integration are as pertinent in con-
temporary Germany as elsewhere in Europe. The largest single-nation bloc of non-
EU citizens seeking leave to remain in Germany still come from Turkey, from
where West Germany started recruiting ‘guest workers’ between the early 1960s
and 1973.10 There has been a resurgence of racism in Germany from reunification
to more recent movements including the protest marches of Pegida (Patriotic Eur-
opeans against the Islamization of the West) and the foundation of AfD (Alterna-
tive for Germany). With around one million asylum-seekers registered in 2015,11

serious conflict has emerged between those embracing an official Wilkommenskul-
tur (‘welcome culture’) and those who set asylum centres alight. But are these all
markers of a postcolonial nation?12

I would hesitate to include these factors in what makes Germany postcolonial.
Instead, a useful heuristic tool might be to think about postcolonialism as a collec-
tive psychological process of ‘working through’. As with the earliest uses of the
term postcolonialism, this approach is firmly anchored in a temporal framework,
but, like more recent interpretations, it also reflects subjective cultural experiences.
It considers postcolonialism as a process of coming to terms with the colonial past
—a process which puts the primary responsibility on Europe but is shared by both
former colonizer and colonized. In 1959, Theodor Adorno famously admonished
Germans for not ‘coming to terms’ with their National Socialist past.13 The devel-
opment of a postcolonial Germany may be seen as an analogous but also distinct
process of ‘coming to terms’ with colonialism.

German postcolonialism has evolved into a complex, multi-dimensional
phenomenon, one that envelops memories of colonialism in white German and dia-
sporic communities, but also the all-pervasive paradigm of the Holocaust, as well
as the experiences of Afro-Germans, and, only to a small and very specific extent,
the experiences of migrant communities into the present day. This article will
explore how these four dimensions relate to each other, as well as how they func-
tion within a larger concept of European postcolonialism.14

The first dimension of German postcolonialism may be seen as the cultural
memory of the colonial period itself. During the 1920s this memory was initially
dominated by the campaign for restitution of colonial possessions and refutation of
what was known as the ‘colonial guilt lie’, Germans’ alleged inability to rule colo-
nial subjects based on past evidence of abuse of power. Although the interwar
period witnessed the continuation of anti-colonial activism, it was also a time
when the German metropole experienced a surge of nationalist and pro-colonial
sentiment. Colonial nostalgia dominated as youths read colonial adventure
stories, colonial products were advertised by smiling caricatures of colonial sub-
jects, and the former colonial elite dreamt of bygone days whilst dancing the
night away at colonial balls. Indeed, many of colonialism’s critics, such as the
Social Democratic Party, now joined the ranks arguing for the reinstatement of
the colonies to Germany. Thus, although Germany had been a colonial ‘latecomer’
and only a formal colonial power for about 30 years, many Germans, including
those who had traditionally shown little enthusiasm for colonialism, felt an affinity
towards the nation’s former overseas territories following the Treaty of
Versailles.15
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Yet it was not until the complete takeover of all colonial organizations by the
National Socialists that a positive and heroic memory of colonialism was circulated
amongst the majority of the national population. The treatment of German coloni-
alism in contemporary schoolbooks, for example, shows how the Nazis sought to
engrave the memory of this period in young minds and to have it serve their own
aims for empire. The former colonies were reinterpreted as a site for building a
pioneer spirit, engaging in legitimated violence and ingraining a sense of
heroism and racial superiority.16

Germany’s early post-colonial years thus display many of the same character-
istics of colonial memory in other major European powers: it was a time replete
with colonial nostalgia. For Germany in the 1920s and 1930s, as in Britain in
the 1950s (during its ‘first wave’ of decolonization) and France in the 1960s, the
loss of overseas colonies meant first of all a desire to preserve or return to the prac-
tice of informal influence driven by economic measures. This was accompanied in
the German case not by a large-scale migration of former colonial subjects to the
metropole, but instead by a re-migration of German settlers and sojourners to the
former colonies—now League of Nations mandates—in the mid-1920s, as well as
the perpetuation of colonial fantasies by white post-colonial returnees from Africa.
It was a firm denial of the end of empire.

After the Second World War, various former colonial interest associations re-
emerged in the form of Afrika-Vereine, or Africa-associations, whilst the West
German Foreign Office was in part populated by former colonialists. Their influ-
ence ensured that a positive memory of colonialism was upheld, a memory
which, as Dirk van Laak has remarked, established a near seamless link from colo-
nial paternalism to postwar ‘development’.17 In the German press from 1947
onwards, the fact that Germany was a former colonial power was also far from for-
gotten;18 however, Germany’s colonial past was rarely engaged with critically.
By the time most former German colonies in Africa gained independence in the

early 1960s, both East and West Germany’s role in an increasingly decolonizing
world became a contentious issue.19 Under the weight of Cold War politics, a
key point informing this rivalry was the dilemma of how to remember Germany’s
colonial past. Invoking the memory of a ‘special relationship’ with Germany
through colonialism, leaders such as Charles Assalé, Paulin Freitas and Julius
Nyerere sought to pressure both East and West Germans into increasing aid con-
tributions. West Germany, although aware of the negative connotations of coloni-
alism in an age of mass decolonization, could not help but try to assume the legacy
of a ‘good colonialist’ in Africa. East Germany, however, claimed to have broken
with the colonial past completely, asserting its solidarity with the peoples repressed
by western ‘neo-colonialism’. As West Germans started to embark on a process of
‘working through’, however problematic, East German denial or repression of the
colonial past was only rarely punctuated by a very limited recognition of the
responsibilities resulting from its colonial legacies.20

The interpretation of Germany’s colonial past by the 1968 student movement
was, by contrast, much less varied. Protesting against remnants of colonialism,
imperialism and fascism in contemporary society, West German students tore
down many physical traces of German colonialism in the public arena. Several his-
torians have remarked on the potent symbolism of students bringing down the
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statue of one of Germany’s revered colonial heroes, Hermann von Wissmann.21 As
the world became increasingly decolonized, however, activists in the two Germa-
nies became less concerned with Germany’s own colonial past in favour of events
in Vietnam, Angola, Algeria, Iran and the Congo. Postcolonial activism which
actually referenced German colonialism after 1968 took the form of disconnected
local grassroots initiatives by special interest groups.22

In 2004, the German Minister for Development travelled to Namibia to issue a
statement acknowledging Germany’s responsibility for crimes committed by the
colonial army against the Herero, Nama and other indigenous peoples of
Namibia.23 The speech was part of a new wave of national public engagement
with the memory of Germany’s colonial past. This includes a series of legal
cases presented since 1999 in front of US courts by a group of Herero claiming
reparations for the 1904–1908 conflict, as well as the restitution of human
remains still housed in Berlin’s museums to formerly colonized communities.24

As the capital plans to rebuild a Prussian palace on the ‘Humboldtforum’, it is
becoming clear that this national museum, which will also house ethnological
objects currently in Dahlem, will need to include some sort of critical recognition
of Germany’s colonial past. The politics of memory and culture thus have a crucial
role to play in the development of a postcolonial Germany.25

Another dimension of German postcolonialism is the resonances between over-
seas colonialism, continental colonialism, National Socialism and the Holocaust in
both academic and popular discourse. Like Italian colonialism, German colonial-
ism became bound to fascism and indeed both countries were forcibly decolonized
after a World War. If we take postcolonialism to mean not just the temporal state of
being after colonialism, but as a process entailing a conscious collective ‘working
through’ of the legacies of the past in the present, then Germans, one may argue,
already have a model to draw on. The paradigms of ‘genocide’ and a racial ‘Holo-
caust’ bear heavily upon current discussions of the German colonialism, both in
Germany and in Africa.

W.E.B. DuBois, Aimé Césaire, Frantz Fanon and Hannah Arendt were some of
the first intellectuals to suggest that parallels, or indeed the origins, of German tota-
litarianism should be sought in colonialism.26 This line of argumentation was taken
up by historians such as Horst Drechsler and Helmut Bley, and, most recently,
revived by Jürgen Zimmerer and others.27 Zimmerer, above all, suggests that
there are structural parallels between colonial wars in German Southwest Africa
and the Holocaust and has campaigned to have the German-Herero war recognized
as ‘the first genocide of the twentieth century’. The main arguments implied by
Zimmerer and further emphasized by other scholars such as Benjamin Madley,
David Furber and Wendy Lower is first, that colonialism in Africa prepared
Germans for their tactics of ethnic cleansing and colonial rule in the ‘German
East’, that is Poland, Ukraine and Russia, and, secondly, that therefore German
colonialism, like National Socialism, is another chapter in the narrative of the
German Sonderweg.28

At the heart of this debate is the German-Herero war of 1904–1907.29 It is here,
continuationists argue, that we already see the marks of a genocidal mentality in the
military and particularly in the orders of General Lothar von Trotha. Von Trotha
issued the infamous ‘extermination order’, which urged colonial soldiers to take
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no prisoners and drive the Herero into the Omaheke desert, effectively leaving
them to die.30 Following the end of hostilities, Herero and their Nama allies
were interned in camps under dire conditions and used as forced labour.31 Conti-
nuationists also see the colonial sphere as a testing ground for ideas of race and
space, including the concept of Lebensraum (‘living space’), racial ‘science’ and
anti-miscegenation legislation.32

The ‘continuity thesis’ has come up against a number of well-founded counter-
arguments.33 Nevertheless, the term ‘genocide’ with particular reference to Ger-
many’s National Socialist heritage is frequently employed by historians and acti-
vists, and in contemporary commemorations in Namibia.34 The use of the term
‘genocide’ has inserted a particularly laden language into postcolonial politics,
including reparations claims.35

A further dimension of postcolonial Germany is the recovery of histories of
Afro-Germans, from colonial subjects travelling to the metropole at the turn of
the twentieth century to the present day. Most scholars date the public emergence
of an Afro-German identity with the publication in Germany of Showing Our
Colours: Afro-German Women Speak Out in 1986. The term ‘Afro-German’ was
chosen by the authors not only to delineate their mixed-race parentage, but also
as a more inclusive term to denote all people of African heritage living in
Germany.36 Their project was underpinned by a connection between their personal
stories, the histories of German colonialism and National Socialism and the rise in
racist action against blacks and other so-called ‘foreigners’ in Germany following
reunification.37

Africans from Germany’s former colonies were not the first Africans in the
region. Historians have found evidence of Africans travelling to what was to
become Germany as early as the seventeenth century, with some young Africans
working as servants and slaves at court as far back as the sixteenth century.38 A
greater influx of Africans did occur during the colonial period itself, however.
Between 150 and 200 Africans were registered in major cities such as Berlin
and Hamburg at the turn of the century, and thousands passed through its
ports.39 A number of prominent leaders, such as the Bell family from Cameroon,
sent their children to Germany for a European education. Others often ended up
employed as living exhibits in ethnographic shows or as performers, musicians,
bartenders, doormen, language instructors, seamen and porters.40

After the First World War, French colonial troops from North Africa, Madagas-
car and Senegal were amongst those stationed in the Rhineland.41 The German
media capitalized on a latent horror of ‘blacks’, claiming that the troops brutalized
and raped German women. These fears continued under the Nazis, and in 1937 the
Gestapo took hundreds of ‘Rhineland bastards’, children of occupation troops and
German women, into custody;42 385 of approximately 600–800 children were for-
cibly sterilized.43 The fates of other Afro-Germans varied: the Nazis tolerated some
as performers in variety shows or circuses, whilst others were forced to do slave
labour in concentration camps.44 After the Second World War, the German
public was once again preoccupied with the nearly 5000 mixed-race ‘occupation
children’, children born of German mothers and African-American fathers in the
US army.45 Like the sons and daughters of black Rhineland occupation troops,
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these children were the object of anthropological and sociological study, political
wrangling and socio-cultural anxieties.

Due in part to a shift in scholarly focus but also to the publication of new
memoirs written by Afro-Germans,46 historians are increasingly successful at reco-
vering the voices of black Germans.47 These efforts have been accompanied by
initiatives both across and outside of academe including the Black Diaspora and
Germany Network, Black History Month Hamburg, Afrika-Rat e.V. and Initiative
Schwarze Menschen in Deutschland. According to Molefi Kete Asante,

African-Germans are victimized by the historically-constructed concept of race in German
society and yet cannot escape the complete immersion in German culture […] creating in
the African Germans who seek to know their African side a psychological and cultural disso-
nance that can be described as dislocation.48

Thus the idea of a black German identity, though rooted in a colonial past, has
also grown beyond it.

A final dimension to German postcolonialism to be considered is perhaps the
most contested: discussions of race, migration and integration which bear more
relation to socio-cultural continuities of imperial mentalities in a multicultural
present than actual historical continuities with a German colonial past. An increas-
ing number of volumes on German colonialism include a discussion of the histories
of economic migrants and asylum-seekers and the ‘integration’ of second- and
third-generation Turkish ‘guest-workers’ into social, economic and cultural
life.49 Scholars across various disciplines have argued that current stereotypes
against non-Europeans in Germany draw upon paradigms ‘rooted in colonial
racism and Orientalism’;50 non-European migrants are continually treated as sub-
altern subjects and confronted with paternalistic power structures favouring above
all white males who continue to promulgate a ‘civilising’ paradigm.51 Thus, racist
attitudes against blacks, Muslims and ‘others’ in Germany today, some have
argued, are part and parcel of German postcolonialism. According to Geoff
Eley, for example, ‘If British and French reactions to immigrants signalled a post-
colonial return of the repressed, then so too did West German reactions to Gastar-
beiter, especially once earlier German imperialisms are brought to mind.’52

Here I agree largely with Monika Albrecht that a line needs to be drawn between
a historically specific German postcolonialism and the racisms, xenophobia and
issues of a modern multicultural society tout court. Most migrant and minority
communities in Germany are not from the former colonies. And indeed, for
Afro-Germans, part of their growing identity is the lack of commonalities with
these migrant groups from Turkey and southern and eastern Europe.53 Because
of this relative lack of colonial re-migraton, the postcolonial situation in
Germany is considerably different from that of Britain and France and more like
that of Italy, for example. It is true that Germans were involved not just in national,
but in pan-European colonial endeavours, particularly in the fields of exploration
and the colonial sciences.54 A wider pan-European mentality thus certainly also
affected the German metropole. But the wider one casts the net, the more proble-
matic it is to prove any direct continuity in mentalities stretching from the German
colonial past to the present using historical sources. Without in any way negating
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the tremendous importance migration studies and the histories of People of Colour
have to an understanding of German history, I believe that the idea of a postcolonial
Germany needs to demonstrate a more concrete link to past colonial practice, a
practice which was localized above all in Africa and the Pacific, and to some
extent the Chinese protectorate, and whose history is far more complex than the
establishment of a racialized rule of ‘difference’.55 However, historians should
not dismiss possible connections between German colonialism and the socio-cul-
tural effects of postwar migrations altogether. For if we return to the idea of Euro-
pean postcolonialism as a process of ‘working through’ the colonial past, we find
that two issues at the heart of contemporary multicultural Germany are indeed
linked back directly and concretely to the legacies of German overseas colonial-
ism: questions of migrants’ citizenship and anti-racist activism.56

The definition of who ought to be a German national was long a contested issue,
with a major division between those who wanted to define citizenship by residence
( jus soli) and those who believed in a wider, and indeed less easily determined,
sense of belonging based on ‘blood’ ( jus sanguinis). The debate climaxed at the
turn of the twentieth century, concomitant with a series of discussions about mis-
cegenation in the colonies and the citizenship of mixed-race children. In German
Southwest Africa in 1905, German East Africa in 1906 and German Samoa in
1912, marriage between German colonialists and colonial subjects was banned
by administrative decree in an effort to limit German citizenship rights to
whites.57 The decrees were a response to local pressure groups and not supported
by the Reichstag, whose approval was required to actually declare miscegenation
illegal. In 1912 the Reichstag in turn passed a law guaranteeing recognition of
mixed-race marriages across the colonies. Nevertheless, any decision of what to
do with mixed-race children was left largely up to the individual colonial
administrators.58

The issue of racial mixing and citizenship raised in the colonies informed new
questions in the metropole, for the first time validating ‘race’ as a possible category
for citizenship.59 The following year, the citizenship law of 1913 adopted the Prus-
sian jus sanguinis, whereby ‘others’ within its borders, including Poles and Jews,
were denied automatic citizenship (though they could apply for naturalization), and
a German Volk outside its borders gained new rights.60 Africans in Germany, like
other migrants, had to apply for citizenship and were more often than not refused.61

One might argue that it was the incommensurability of this concept of citizenship
with the actual situation in Germany, a multicultural state since its inception, which
marked the highly problematic notion of German-ness in decades to come.62 It was
not until 1999 that the German government amended its citizenship law in order to
facilitate naturalization.

Historically speaking, then, the colonial past and Germany’s multicultural
present are linked by an extremely fine thread. Nevertheless, activist groups
aiming to ‘decolonize’ German cities and create a postcolonial Germany do use
an exploration of the nation’s often violent colonial past in order to facilitate
present-day interracial communication and combat racism on a grassroots level.
Such groups include Kopfwelten e.V. (Köln Postkolonial), Berlin Postkolonial,
Hamburg Postkolonial and even the humble Bielefeld Postkolonial.63 These
‘glocal’ initiatives are based on the idea of following colonial ‘traces’ in one’s
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home town, either virtually or through actual tours—an aim similar to that of a
number of publications published for the wider German public for the last 15
years or so.64 The postcolonial activists often campaign for the renaming of
streets named after colonial ‘heroes’ or for a critical re-interpretation of colonial
monuments and invite participation particularly from the black German commu-
nity and People of Colour.65 Perhaps unbeknownst to many of the participants,
these activists are taking up a sporadic tradition of grassroots anti-colonial
protest which inspired initiatives in the 1980s and 1990s,66 but their potential to
reach a larger audience in a digitally interconnected world is much greater.

So to what extent does the German case conform to a larger pattern of European
postcolonialism?

In order to begin to answer this question, it may be useful to see the process of a
postcolonial ‘working through’ as occurring in three stages after the ‘postcolonial
moment’. The first stage is a period of reliving and re-enacting what was lost, the
second a period of trying to forget what have become at times painful memories,
and the final stage is societies taking responsibility and engaging critically with the
past—in effect, coming to terms with it. This mirrors to some extent psychiatrists’
interpretation of individual grief or coming to terms with loss, as a patient moves
through denial, anger, bargaining, depression and acceptance.67

Overall, Germans have experienced a dynamic, scattered and varied postcoloni-
alism, perhaps more so than other former colonial powers in Europe. For Germany,
trying to forget a colonial past was all the easier after 1968 because the visible and
tangible residue of empire had disappeared through both deliberate and inadvertent
erasure.68 Moreover, Germany’s former colonized never prompted confrontations
in the metropole such as Algerians in Paris in 1961, or Ugandan Asians in Britain
in the 1970s.

Repression of colonial memory may therefore have been easier for Germans
than for other Europeans, but still this never resulted in a colonial ‘amnesia’.69

The thread may be fine at times, but there are significant strands of continuity
between Germany’s colonial past and a postcolonial present. A colonial memory
can be traced back to the colonial period itself, not only in the public, but also
in the private sphere of former colonial families.70 If, as Albrecht and others
have pointed out, the actual number of postcolonial returnees and migrants from
the former colonies in Germany are few, their impact reaches far beyond their
actual group size. And Germany’s citizenship laws still bear echoes of a colonial
past. Germany’s postcolonial condition since 1919 has gone through several
‘waves’ in which various groups have appropriated and redefined German coloni-
alism and its significance for contemporaries, and this will certainly continue. Post-
colonial Germany, like Postcolonial Europe, is in a state of becoming.
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